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ObjectivesObjectives
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Atmosphere dataAtmosphere data

Radiometer

NWP

EvaluateEvaluate

Water Vapour

Wind speed

Liquid Water

Temperature

Scatterometer

nn Awaits input from parts 1 and 2Awaits input from parts 1 and 2
nn Choose the best sourceChoose the best source
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Surface effectsSurface effects

nn Identify important surface effectsIdentify important surface effects
nn TimeseriesTimeseries of of scattscatt and SSMI dataand SSMI data
nn TimeseriesTimeseries of Concentration algorithmsof Concentration algorithms

nn Near 90 GHz, NASA, NT2, BootstrapNear 90 GHz, NASA, NT2, Bootstrap

nn Develop detection schemesDevelop detection schemes
nn Correct or flag dataCorrect or flag data
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Melt eventsMelt events

nn Melt and refreeze affects Melt and refreeze affects 
ice conc. retrievalsice conc. retrievals

nn Detectable in Detectable in timeseriestimeseries
of NASA/TEAM retrievals of NASA/TEAM retrievals 
over FY and MY surfacesover FY and MY surfaces

nn Does not affect all Does not affect all 
algorithms equallyalgorithms equally
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December 2002December 2002
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Melt signaturesMelt signatures

Ice 
type 

Temp. GR19-37 PR19 Tb19 Tb37 Tb85 s 0 APR BS IC NT IC near90GHz 
IC 

FY 
          

MY 
 

          
 

nn Example of input to algorithm designExample of input to algorithm design
nn Helps discover synergyHelps discover synergy
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AlgAlg. Development. Development

Radiometer

NWP

Scatterometer

Concentration

History

Surface

Improved 

concentration

nn Focus on surface effectsFocus on surface effects

nn AtmAtm. correction may use existing techniques. correction may use existing techniques
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AlgAlg. Development. Development

nn Initial phase: Datasets onlineInitial phase: Datasets online
nn Near future:Near future:

nn Identify problematic conditionsIdentify problematic conditions
nn Identify algorithm differencesIdentify algorithm differences
nn Identify active/passive “fingerprints”Identify active/passive “fingerprints”
nn Feedback to part 2 (surface properties)Feedback to part 2 (surface properties)
nn Correlation between orbits (Correlation between orbits (met.nomet.no))
nn Tuning of Tuning of SeawindsSeawinds statistics (statistics (met.nomet.no))
nn Coinciding interests with EUROCLIM project Coinciding interests with EUROCLIM project 

((met.nomet.no))
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SAR ClassificationSAR Classification

nn Code received from L. Code received from L. KalescheKalesche
Streamlined and optimisedStreamlined and optimised
nn Adapted to operational useAdapted to operational use
nn ParallelisedParallelised
nn Interface to ice analysts workstationInterface to ice analysts workstation

nn Idea is to provide ice analyst with Idea is to provide ice analyst with 
tool to delineate ice in great detail.tool to delineate ice in great detail.
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Ice analyst interfaceIce analyst interface
nn View and select View and select 

featuresfeatures

nn Select and Select and 
manipulate manipulate 
training areastraining areas

nn Review Review 
classification classification 
resultsresults

nn Mask Mask untrusteduntrusted
regionsregions
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SAR ClassificationSAR Classification

nn Draft report availableDraft report available
nn 5 representative 5 representative 

scenesscenes
nn Worst recognition Worst recognition 

accuracy ~ 80%accuracy ~ 80%
nn Typically > 90%Typically > 90%
nn Some features are Some features are 

consistently helpfulconsistently helpful
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SAR featuresSAR features
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Feature selectionFeature selection

nn Too many features Too many features 
harmfulharmful

nn Consistently useful:Consistently useful:
Con, Con, asmasm, , entent, lee, lee

nn Occasionally useful:Occasionally useful:
Inv, Inv, corcor, , homhom, , disdis, , 
MuMu (~lee)(~lee)
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Turbulent sea limitTurbulent sea limit

nn Turbulent water and ice are indistinguishableTurbulent water and ice are indistinguishable

nn Overestimates the turbulent water classOverestimates the turbulent water class

Turbulent Turbulent 
waterwater

Should be iceShould be ice

Ice +Ice +
Turbulent Turbulent 
waterwater
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Turbulent sea limitTurbulent sea limit

nn Training areas in very turbulent water omittedTraining areas in very turbulent water omitted

nn User must know the limitations of the dataUser must know the limitations of the data

To beTo be
maskedmasked
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1616--26 Dec. 200126 Dec. 2001

nn Melt and refreezeMelt and refreeze

nn Series of 3 scenes Series of 3 scenes 
analysed in boxed areaanalysed in boxed area

Melt Melt Refreeze Refreeze 
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ResultsResults

16 Dec16 Dec 22 Dec22 Dec 26 Dec26 Dec

93.56%93.56% 97.59%97.59%98.96%98.96%
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PlansPlans

nn Test dependence on ice expertTest dependence on ice expert
nn Training by ice analystsTraining by ice analysts
nn Compare method to 2001 Compare method to 2001 OddenOdden + + 

2003 2003 PolarsternPolarstern flight dataflight data
nn Initiate routine processingInitiate routine processing
nn Test Gamma and PMR featuresTest Gamma and PMR features
nn Coincident Coincident Radarsat/EnvisatRadarsat/Envisat datadata


